
If only research is planned, then Con-
gress doesn’t need to eliminate the Spratt-
Furse restrictions, says NRDC’s Paine. The
Administration’s view that the language bars
predevelopment studies “is a load of
malarkey … not to put too fine a point on
it,” he says. He and other critics also ques-
tion why the White House wants to spend

$25 million on reducing the time it would
take to resume underground blasts at the
Nevada Test Site from 36 months to 18 if it
has no plans to resume testing. Administra-
tion officials say they are just being prudent.
But NRDC argues that the U.S. could not
field any newly engineered weapon, such as
a low-yield design, without real-world test-

ing to certify its safety
and reliability—a point
Administration officials
have not disputed.

A final argument for
resuming work on such
new weapons, say sup-
porters, relates to train-
ing. Some Department
of Energy officials say
that the new R&D 
program would give
weapons scientists in-
teresting, exciting work
that would draw talent
to the labs. But critics
say even that argument
doesn’t hold water.
Low-yield weapons de-
signs were first worked
out in the late 1940s,
and the basic physics of

penetration has been understood for
decades, they note. Former Sandia official
Bob Peurifoy, who worked on earth pene-
trators, has called the training argument
“nonsense” and says lab officials “should
stop whining” and focus on other ways to
hone staff skills. 

Congress will be the final judge in this
debate. Opponents of the new research are
still pushing to narrow its scope, but many
doubt they can eliminate it. That troubles
opponents such as Representative Ed
Markey (D–MA), who questions the mes-
sage the move would send to North Korea,
Iran, and other nations with their own
weapons programs. “It’s like those who
would preach temperance from a barstool.
… We cannot tell other countries that nu-
clear weapons are unusable if we are at the
same time saying that one can use them.”

But Representative Heather Wilson
(R–NM), whose district includes the Los
Alamos lab, says Markey and others are
missing the point. The new weapons are de-
signed not as a political pawn but to keep
the peace under a worst-case scenario. “Our
unwillingness to research these weapons has
not stopped anybody from developing
them,” she says. “It is up to [us] to avoid be-
ing surprised.” –DAVID MALAKOFF
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Tunnel vision. U.S. military planners say nuclear weapons are needed to

destroy buried targets, such as Libya’s Tarhunah tunnel complex.

Russia Revives Sagging Research Program

Moscow—The Cold War may be history. But for the two former

archrivals, it seems that nuclear weapons never go out of fashion.

President George W. Bush’s attempt to move ahead with research

on a new generation of low-yield nuclear weapons (see main text)

has a disturbing parallel in Russia, which appears bent on its own

modernization program.

In his annual address to Parliament on 16 May, Russian Presi-

dent Vladimir Putin announced that work on Russia’s “next genera-

tion [of] strategic weapons” is almost complete. Although “it’s al-

most impossible to know exactly which weapons he was referring

to,” says Ivan Safranchuk, director of the Moscow office of the

Center for Defense Information (CDI), a Washington policy analysis

center, Safranchuk’s best guess is that Putin was referring to a pro-

gram launched in 1999 to develop nuclear warheads with ad-

justable yields, much like the U.S. “bunker-buster” bombs. “It was a

signal, that’s for sure,” says Safranchuk.

It’s not unusual for Russia to rattle its nuclear saber in response

to unwelcome shifts in U.S. strategic arms policy. Last December

the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs warned that the U.S. missile

defense program could trigger a new space-based arms race. And

Russia’s minister of defense, Sergei Ivanov, said shortly after Bush

and Putin signed the Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty in May

2002 that the pact, which limits the total number of offensive

weapons, “unties the hands” of Russian nuclear designers by failing

to spell out the composition of each country’s nuclear arsenal.

Although it’s hard to know the significance of such comments

—Russian espionage laws forbid inquiries into the country’s secret

weapons programs—there are indications that the program is

coming out of hibernation. Alexander Chernyshev, deputy head of

research at the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experi-

mental Physics (VNIIEF), one of Russia’s two main nuclear

weapons design centers in the closed city of Sarov, says that

“young people are attracted into the research programs now. The

Russian government stabilized funding, and it’s now increasing.”

Chernyshev’s assertion, made at a December conference on nu-

clear threat reduction organized by CDI in collaboration with the

Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy’s Institute of Strategic Stability,

matches the conclusions of the Institute for The Economy in Tran-

sition, a Moscow policy research center. Its 2001 report noted that

while the budgets for nuclear weapons research bottomed out in

1997 at 14% of late Soviet-era levels, there’s been “a noticeable

shift” from civilian research priorities to defense in recent Russian

science budgets. Since 1999 spending on defense research has in-

creased fourfold, to $10 billion. The budget for weapons research

stands at $1.37 billion this year, according to a recent statement

by Russian Finance Minister Alexei Kudrin, and is scheduled to

jump by 35% in 2004.

Demographer Valentin Tikhonov of the Russian Academy of Sci-

ences spotted a similar trend after questioning 200 of Russia’s

15,800 nuclear weapons researchers. He found that job prospects

and working conditions seem to have improved significantly since

the early 1990s. Whereas 57% of researchers polled in Sarov in

1992 wanted to work abroad, Tikhonov reports, only 7% did so 7

years later.

Russian and Western scientists are also sharing less information

than in years past. One reason is increased security and secrecy at

the nuclear cities, say Russian officials, but another reason is concern

about U.S. motives. “There is a lot less experimental cooperation be-

tween U.S. and Russian defense labs than there was 2 or 3 years ago,”

says Vitaly Dubinin, deputy head of VNIIEF. “Trust is the problem.”

–PAUL WEBSTER

Paul Webster is a writer in Moscow.
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